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Abstract

Image quality in Computerised Tomography iCT) depends strongly on the quality of the CT-
projection data. CT projection data, in its turn, depend on sample composition and dimension,
contrasting details within the sample and the equipment used. i.e. X-ray spectra, filtration,
detector response, equipment geometry and CT parameters (such as number of projections,
number of pixels, reconstruction filter, etc. >. This work focuses on the problem of selecting
the optimal physical parameters in order to maximise the signal-to-noise ratio in CT
projection data ( SNRcr) between a contrasting detail and the surrounding material for CT-
scanners equipped with poly-energetic X-ray sources (conventional X-ray tubes) and
scintillator screen based detector systems (image intensifier and optical video chain). The first
paper (I) presents the derivation and verification of a poly-energetic theoretical model for
SNRcr- This mode! was used to find the tube potential setting yielding maximum SNRcr-1'
was shown that simplified calculations, which were valid for mono-energetic X-ray sources
and/or photon counting detectors, do not correctly predict the optimal tube potential. The
study also includes measurements of the actual X-ray source energy spectrum and photon
transport Monte Carlo simulations of the response by the detector system. In the second paper
(II) the model for SNRCT has been used with robust design engineering to find a setting of
several control factors which maximises the SNRCT and wh'ch was robust to the variation of
type of contrasting detail. How the optimal settings of the control factors were affected of the
exposure limits (i.e. defocusingi of the micro focal X-ray source was also investigated. The
imaging control factors of interest were: tube potential, filter material, filter thickness, optical
aperture and a X-ray attenuation equalisation filter design of aluminium in order to hold the
reference sianal beside the sample down relative the radiation penetrating the sample.
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Introduction

Improved Image Quality in Computerised Tomography
with Proper X-ray Energy Parameter Settings

1 Introduction

(plane Pi

1.1 Computerised Tomography (general background)

Computerised Tomography (CT) is an established technique in the field of non-destructive
testing (NDT). It is an imaging technique based on the detection of X-ray radiation penetrating
a sample, equivalent to X-ray radiography. The physical background of the method has been
thoroughly described in the literature [1 , 2 , 3 ] . Figure 1 [1] shows the difference between
CT and X-ray radiography. A CT image shows a slice through the sample in a true

geometrical manor. The
pixel1 values in the CT-
images are proportional to the
amount of radiation
attenuated in the material
volume (voxel),
corresponding to the pixel
area and slice thickness. In
contrast to X-ray radiography
images (shadowgraphs),
where the three-dimensional
object is projected onto a two-
dimensional image plane, and
the pixel values are
proportional to the radiation
attenuated along the line from
the X-ray source to the film or
detector element. Image
generation with CT can be

Figure 1: The difference between radiography shadowgraph divided into two main
and CT slice view images [1J. sections: data collection

physics and image
reconstruction mathematics.

' Shadowgraphv
X-ra>
source

CT slice view

(plane Pi

' pixel, picture element



Introduction

This work focuses on the forme*, and particularly, the information content in CT raw-data.

The variety of samples, dimensions and questions at issue in NDT require optimisation of
the physical parameters in earn specific imaging task, in order to reach the best performance.
Available theories of optimisation of image quality in medical CT have several important
limitations. They have usually been developed for mono-energetic X-rays sources and treat
detectors as photon counting, for absorbed dose distribution in the patient. In industrial
samples absorbed dose is not a primary concern, and industrial CT scanners usually consist of
poiy-energetic X-ray sources and partial energy absorbing detectors (image intensifies or
scintillation screens). Comprehensive optimisation theories and routines therefore have to be
developed, which are applicable for each new imaging task. This work attempts to make a
contribution to the understanding of this field.

1.2 Background to the thesis

There are two main directions for the development of CT systems: either as systems for large
penetration with high energy radiation sources, where the resolution is limited: or as high
resolution systems, where the radiation penetration is limited. At the Department of
Mechanical Engineering the high resolution applications are of most interest, and this interest
is twofold. The investigation of advanced materials as well as the theory behind optimisation
of image quality are interesting. In many advanced materials, such as ceramics, powder
metallurgy (PM) materials, etc.. the critical defect sizes are well below 100 um. In the
evaluation of other sensitive material systems, such as coatings and composites, a destructive
sample preparation is often crucial for inspection. Several major breakthroughs in equipment
technology recently, such as high power micro focus X-ray sources (up to 200 kV tube
potential), high resolution image intensifies and high sensitive, high resolution digital video
cameras, pave the way for CT as a non-destructive evaluation method of advanced materials.

Image quality can be described by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). the modulation transfer
function (MTF) and the noise power spectrum (NTS). SNR is the quotient of a signal and its
variance. MTF describe the contrast as a function of spatial frequency and NTS in turn
describes the noise power at various spatial frequencies [1 .4 ]. The basic concepts of image
quality, (contrast, resolution, and noise), depend on the characteristics of both the sample and
imaging equipment, i.e. data collecting control factors and CT reconstruction parameter
settings. The difference in X-ray attenuation between the sample and contrasting details as
well as their dimensions are naturally important, but also the data collecting control factors
settings can be used to improve the image quality and increase detectability. These control
factors are: X-ray tube potential and current, filter material and thickness, iris, and exposure
time and CCD read out rate. The CT reconstruction algorithm introduce dependence between
the image pixel values. Also, the CT reconstruction parameters (number of projections,
number of pixels in projections and reconstructed image, respectively, reconstruction filter.
etc.) are very important for the final CT image quality. However, the effect of the
reconstruction is beyond the scope of this work.

Resolution, sensitivity, and the detectability of contrasting details within a surrounding
material by CT depend strongly on the image quality obtained. Figure 2 exemplifies this. It
contains four CT-images of a 5.0 mm steel sample with a 1.0 mm glass inclusion, different
only by control factor settings for the data collection. The CT reconstruction parameters (1024
x 1024 pixels. 256 projections, filtration, etc.) are the same. In Figures a.) and b.) are the 10
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Jim thick CT-slice images collected with and without the optimal tube potential setting (100
kV and 140 kV. respectively) for a non-collimated cone-beam, i.e. scattered radiation are
generated in the whole radiated sample volume. Figures c.) and d.) are corresponding 10 (im
thick CT-slice imaaes collected with a 50 fim thick fan-beam, i.e. scattered radiation are only
generated in the thin slice of the sample volume radiated. The SNR between the sample and
the contrasting detail are higher in a.) and c ) . which are collected with tube potential set to
100 kV.

Figure 3 shows the difference between the data collection situation in radiography and CT.
In radiography the X-ray path passing beside the sample (So) is not interesting, it can either
saturate the detector or be shielded away, the objective is to maximise the difference between
the signal passing through the sample, through (S;) or beside (Si) the contrasting detail. For
CT the reconstruction algorithm requires an estimation, not only of the penetration of the
sample, but also of the number of X-ray photons impinging on the sample. This signal is
normally estimated with the signal from the X-ray path passing beside the sample (So), which

Figure 2: Four CT-images of a 5.0 mm steel sample with a 1.0 mm glass inclusion,
different only in data collection control factor settings.
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signal

1 • -

detector
signal

1 • •

iaturation

exposure exposure

Radiography

Figure 3: The difference between the data collection in radiography and CT.

Computer Tomography
(CT)

therefore has to be within the dynamic range of the detector. This alters the optimisation
philosophy for CT to: maximising the contrasting differences between different X-ray photons
paths (Si and S:) penetrating the sample relative to the impinging number oj photons to the
sample (estimated as Snl

Therefore, to calculate the signal-to-noise ratio in the CT projection data for a specific
imaging task in a specific imaging equipment accurately requires theoretical modelling as
close to the physical reality as possible, i.e. knowledge and full treatment of the X-ray
spectrum used all through the calculations, and the use of accurate detector models. For
example, a scintillator screen based detector system needs a partly energy absorbing model.

1.3 Industrial Computerised Tomography and Digital Radiography
system (ICT/DR) at Linköping University

The experimental set-up used was a commercially available high-resolution industrial
Computerised Tomography and Digital Radiography system (ICT/DR) supplied by OIS
Engineering Ltd. The main components are: Feinfocus FXE 200.50 micro focal X-ray source
with tungsten target, (tube potential: 10-200 kV, tube current: 0.01-3.00 mA. focus spot size
focused to 5 |i.m for up to 8 V target load, high frequency high voltage generator), an 4-axis
motorised sample handling system (possible geometrical magnification over x 100, focus /
object distance 10 - 900 mm, maximum sample weight 2 kg), an imaging chain containing a
Thomson TH 9438 HX image intensifier (field of view - 220, 160, or 110 mm, resolution at
centre 521,581,681 Ip/mm, respectively), motorised iris, and an Astrocam 4100 12-bit high
resolution digital video camera (dynamic range 4096:1. double peltier cooled 1280 x 1024
pixel CCD, 12 bit output bus). The imaging handling and CT reconstruction software package
was AEA Technology Tomohawk II (angular increment for data collection from 0.185c, pixels
in digitised radiographic images 1024 x 1024 x 12 bits, pixels in CT images up to 1024 x
1024). The system is controlled of a Comcem PC825 industrial 486/33DX. 1024 x 1024
image capture card, and processing accelerator card, 1024 x 1024 display). Figure 4 shows the
experimental equipment schematically, except the computer control, and Figure 5 shows the
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system and control unit. The primary collimator was positioned between the X-ray tube outlet
window and the filter (Figure 4).

The geometrical pixel size for CT was proved to be 5 (im in samples with less than 5 mm
diameter. The sensitivity in the digital radiography mode was at least 0.2?h i.e. detection of a
step 0.2 % of thickness in a 25 mm thick aluminium plate.

focus / object
distance

focus / detector
distance

ICT/DR - principle structure

Figure 4: The principle structure of the system modelled in the
simulations. It is a high-resolution Computerised Tomography and
Digital Radiography system for industrial applications. The main
components are: micro-focal X-ray source, object handling system
and a detector package containing an image intensifier and digital
video camera. Focus/object and focus/detector distances are
variable.

2 Objective of this work

Setting up a new imaging task tor CT require choosing a lot of control factor settings, all
affecting the final image quality. The driving force for this work has been the urge to know
whether or not the images obtained have the best possible image quality. The definition of
accurate detectability limits of contrasting details in various samples would otherwise be
impossible. The aim was therefore to develop a theoretical model, a calculation algorithm, and
an optimisation routine to predict and maximise the information content in CT-images, in
terms of signal-to-noise ratio in the CT projection data (SNRCT). The model should be valid
for poly-energetic X-ray source (conventional X-ray tubes) and partly energy integrating
detectors (scintillator screen based detector systems, such as image intensifiers). The basic
assumption made is that optimal image quality in the reconstructed CT image will be obtained
with optimal projection data [5 ].
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3 Summery of Papers

3.1 Paper I: A theoretical model for determine 01 optimal irradiation
condition for Computerised Tomography

A theoretical model ami calculation algorithm tor SNR( rwas developed and tested on a steel
sample. Sandborg et. al. [6| included relevant parameters in their study of the signal-to-noise
ratio in radiography. Their expression was here modified to suit collecting CT projection data.
In the calculations the X-ray energy spectra (from a tungsten target) used were both simulated
[7| and measured with a Cotnpton spectrometer [X. 9) on the X-ray source in I d DR. The
respons of the partly energy integrating detector scintillator screen in the image intensifier was
calculated with Monte Carlo photon transport technique for screen thicknesses 222. 301). 375.
450 and 3000 mm [ 10-14]. Photon interaction cross-sections were taken from literature [I5|.

It was shown that the calculations with the derived model for a poly-energetic X-ray source
and a partly absorbing energy integrating detector model was the only model that had good
agreement with the measurements of the tube potential yielding maximum SNRCT. Our model
with a photon counting detector model yielded maximum for slightly higher tube potential.

Figure S: The Industrial ('omputerised Tomography and Digital Radiography f/( T I)R> vrv-
tem installed ill the Division of Engineering Materials [foto: Leif O I'ehrson Fotograf IB.
Motala. Sweden).
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very small difference between scimillator screen thicknesses from 222 to 450 urn. The
extremely thicker screen yields maximum for a lower tube potential than the other and the
SNRcr is approximately 5 Tr higher.

3.2 Paper II: Maximising the signal-to-noise ratio in Computerised
Tomography data using robust design

In this paper the expression developed in paper I was used to calculate the S N R ( T for
different control factor settings in the CT data collection. The aim was fourfold:

• To find a effective calculation routine when several control factor settings should be
evaluated. The control factors studied here was: tube potential, exposure, filter
material, filter thickness, iris (optical aperture) and X-ray attenuation equalisation in
aluminium.

• To find the control factor setting maximising SNROT and to discuss general trends in
choosing settings.

• To investigate how the control factor settings were affected of the exposure limits
(defocusing) of the micro focal X-ray source used in the LiU ICT/DR system.

• To investigate if the best control factor setting was robust to the variations of type of
contrasting detail within the sample imaged .

It was shown that robust design engineering is an effective method of doing calculations
where the effect of changing the control factors levels on SNRCT maximum and its tube
potential easily can be studied. The control factor settings included in the simulations yielding
the highest SNRrr were: the thicker filter with the higher atomic number, the smallest iris,
and a X-ray attenuation equalisation filter design of 15 mm aluminium. It was found that the
automatic defocusing of the micro focus X-ray source when tube load exceeded 8 W decrease
SNRCT significantly, probably due to MTF dependence from the larger focus spot. The
exposure limits of the focused focal spot introduce dependence among the control factors,
yielding another optimal setting. The control factor setting yielding SNRCT maximum were
also found to be robust to variations of the contrasting detail within the sample. This is a
fruitful result since the material and dimensions of the sample to be imaged in most cases are
known but the contrasting details to be detected are not.

Potential of the results

The result of this work is a calculation method that can be used in various ways. Firstly, to
predict control factor settings yielding the best image quality, due to SNRCT. when setting up
of new imaging tasks in the ICT/DR at LiU. Secondly, to analyse any system equipped with
poly-energetic or mono-energetic X-ray sources and with partly or totally absorbing energy
integrating or photon counting detectors, since the calculation algorithm easily are
extinguished with other X-ray source spectra and detector responses. This calculation method
used in the NDT industry may save a lot of experimentation time and effort to find optimal
settings. Thirdly, of equipment producers when new CT-scanners or CT-detector system are
being developed, general or dedicated systems.
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